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Abstract
In the era of dynamic development of the sciences, uninterrupted security is a priority for each of the sectors
of transport. Flight safety depends on many factors that determine the quality and number of operations performed
and functioning air transport system whereas the means of transport which is the aircraft. By factors must be
understood as any action case, condition or situation where the existence or non-existence increases the probability
of failure of the flight. The technical and organizational complexity of air transport system, a multitude of aviation
personnel, the operation of the aircraft in various weather conditions are sources of various factors affecting flight
safety. This article presents one of the very important things that must be done before every flight - the balance of the
aircraft, which is a way of determining the centre of gravity plane COG, moreover, in the article also describes the
weight of the passenger. Exemplified filled sheet loading and balance for Boeing B737-400 with the necessary tables,
indexes, aimed at normalizing the data. Presented article is an introduction to the issue of control of the weight of the
aircraft, taking into account the mass of passengers and their impact on the respective position of the centre of gravity
of the aircraft.
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1. Introduction
Air transport in Poland, as well as in the world, is one of the most developing branches of
transport. The main objective of air transport is to ensure safe and efficient movement of people
and goods while minimizing costs. Aviation is a multi-faceted concept; one of the issues is the
process of loading and balance of the aircraft, which determine the position of the centre of gravity
of the aircraft after being loaded. Taking flight with a centre of gravity located outside the
permissible is not compatible with the provisions and prohibited.
It is the act of loading and balance is responsible for the correct operation of the aircraft and the
safe and economical performance of flights. That is why it becomes essential to analyse the weight
of cargo in terms of balance of the aircraft. Changes in mass of loads for example. Passengers have
a significant impact on the way of loading, moreover, being only one of many masses taken into
account when balancing the aircraft also have a bearing on the size of the remaining cargo
approved for the flight.
2. Rules of the aircraft balancing
Balancing plane is considered the case of a flight on which the aircraft moves along a straight
track at constant speed. This case occurs when the resultant external forces acting on the aircraft
shown in Fig. 1 and moments from these forces in balance, i.e. Thrust (T) is equal to the force of
resistance (D) and lift (L) is equal to the force of gravity (Q).
By definition, a moment is product of the force and the arm on which the force acts. While the
balance between the thrust and the drag force is practically easy to achieve (level flight
at a constant speed), it balances the lift and gravity forces is more difficult. This is due to the fact
that the centre of gravity COG is dependent on the loading plane, and the position of the centre
of pressure, the point of application of the lift from the speed at which the aircraft is flying, i.e.
is different for different aircraft speed.
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Fig. 1. The distribution of forces on the example of the aircraft

These points usually do not overlap, so arises the so-called couple that gives you time causing
drooping or mess nose of the aircraft. Prevents horizontal tail, fitted to the aircraft. It evokes the
power of FH balancing this moment, as presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of forces on the example of the aircraft

In this case (relative to any point):

L + Q + FH = 0,

M ( L) + M (Q) + M ( FH ) = 0 ,

(1)

where:
L
– lift force,
Q
– gravity force,
FH
– horizontal stabilizer force,
M(L) – moment of lift force,
M(Q) – moment of gravity force,
M(FH) – moment of horizontal stabilizer force.
The strength of the horizontal stabilizer (FH) depends on the inclination angle of the stabilizer.
This angle is limited, strictly defined range. For this reason, the moment of force from the pair of
L and Q cannot exceed a specified size precisely – the limited value FH force.
Position of the centre of pressure determines the aerodynamic aircraft, on which the user has no
control. Consequently, only by controlling the position of the centre of gravity of the airplane
(COG) via a respective load, you can provide the desired balance of torques on the fly [1, 5-7].
3. COG location
An airplane in flight can be manoeuvred by the pilot using the aerodynamic control surfaces,
the elevator, rudder or ailerons. As the control surfaces change the amount of force that each
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surface generates, the aircraft rotates about a point called the centre of gravity. The centre of
gravity is the average location of the weight of the aircraft.
Location COG is defined in the following units:
UP
L
M (FH)

NOSE
DOWN

Q
Fig. 3. The principle of operation of the horizontal tail of the aircraft

1. % MAC (Mean Aerodynamic Chord) – percentage of the mean aerodynamic chord.
By definition, the chord is a line connecting the nose wing profile of the trailing edge. In
contrast, mean aerodynamic chord of the wing is MAC imaginary chord replacement wings with
a rectangular contour with the same properties as the aerodynamic wing real. MAC value and
permissible extreme front and rear extreme position of centre of gravity in percentages MAC for
specific cargo plane is determined by the manufacturer of the aircraft.

chord
Fig. 4. The chord wings

Assuming the length of the MAC as 100% may determine a location of the centre of gravity is
located on the chord as % MAC, as has been presented in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the allowable position COG

2. Index – unit unitless.
This unit expresses the impact of the component forces of gravity to change the position of
centre of gravity depending on the location of these forces in relation to the contractual point
of reference point called Ref. Station. In other words, Index is the equivalent moment of
component forces of gravity relative to the Ref. Station.
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Ref. Station is a conventional reference point (specified by the manufacturer of the aircraft)
with respect to which are calculated moments of the constituent forces of gravity from all the
elements of the aircraft and cargo.

(-)

Ref. Station

(+)

Fig. 6. Graphic location Ref Station

Depending on the position of the load relative to the Ref. Station, arms have the following
values:
− arms measured from Ref. Station towards the nose of the aircraft have negative
− arms measured from Ref. Station toward the tail of the aircraft have positive values.
Therefore, any cargo in the aircraft, depending on its location corresponds to the positive
or negative value of the index, showing the impact of the charge on the change of the centre
of gravity [6, 7].
Conversion index on % MAC is made on the chart, showing the value of % MAC as a function
of specific weight aircraft and indexes.
Below are example tables, indexes for aircraft Boeing B737-400, which contain information on
passengers, baggage, fuel, pantry indifferent flights version.
Tab. 1. Tables of indexes for baggage and cargo in individual trunks aircraft
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Tab. 2. Tables of indexes to passengers in case of flight standard and holiday

Tab. 3. Table generalized crew weights and indices depending on the composition of the crew

These tables are used primarily to normalize the data necessary for a proper balance of the
aircraft. The data indexes to enter the balance sheet of the aircraft to determine the two main
indices, namely mass index at zero fuel – Zero Fuel Index, and to start mass index – Take off
Index. Based on the graph taking into account the above index is a certain way to balance the
aircraft by determining the % MAC.
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Tab. 4. Table indexes of pantry depending on storage

Tab. 5. Table indexes of fuel
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In addition, knowing the weight off the aircraft and above. Take off index is determined the
position of the stabilizer during take-off. The figure below shows, for example, filled sheet balance
Boeing B737-400, which is the final effect of the loading and balance of the aircraft [2-4].

Fig. 7. Example of the completed balance sheet of the Boeing B737-400 aircraft

The purpose of this document is for the load controller to allocate the load, and the loader to
confirm where the actual load is located on the aircraft. The load and trim sheet is prepared by the
load controller detailing where the planned load is to be located in the holds, the loader then
records where the actual load and weight is distributed in the holds. These sheets are
communicated to the load controller enabling them to produce a load sheet that accurately reflects
the actual weights and locations of the load.
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4. Determination of weight of passengers
For calculations related to the preparation sheet loading and balance of the aircraft, the normal
weight, specified in the procedure of IATA AHM 560.
If the weight of the crew shall be the total weight according to the configuration of the aircraft
depending on the composition of the crew, the corresponding masses are presented in Tab. 3, the
figure also includes a cabin luggage, but the mass of the crew baggage transported in the trunks is
adopted on the basis of the actual value as checked recorded.
Average weight standard and alternative passengers are presented in Tab. 6. The weight accept
standard for most flights (except holiday flights), and mass alternative is used in case of problems
with the lifting capacity of trade. Masses however, these can be used only when the percentage of
women in the total number of adult occupants of at least 23%.
Tab. 6. The standard mass for passengers on all flights except holiday charters

Passenger category

Standard
weight [kg]

man
woman
child 2-12 years
infant carried on a separate site passenger, aged less than 2 years
infant carried a common site with passengers, aged less than 2 years

84
84
35
35
0

Alternate
standard
weight [kg]
88
70
35
35
0

For flights holiday (voyage charter) are part of the package holiday, the weight of standard and
alternative passenger presented in Tab. 7, similarly in case of problems with the lifting capacity of
the commercial select the weight of a standard alternative, provided that the percentage of women
in the total number of adult occupants of at least 50%. On this cruise passengers free number (e.g.
Employees forms do not exceed 5% of the seats installed in the airplane. The mass of the
passenger cabin luggage includes 6 kg [6].
Tab. 7. The standard weight of passengers when flights cruises holiday charters

Passenger category

Standard
weight [kg]

man
woman
child 2-12 years
infant carried on a separate site passenger, aged less than 2 years
infant carried a common site with passengers, aged less than 2 years

76
76
35
35
0

Alternate
standard
weight [kg]
83
69
35
35
0

5. Summary
This article presents one of the things that must be done before every flight – the balance of the
aircraft, or method of determining the centre of gravity of the aircraft COG. Exemplified filled
sheet loading and balance for Boeing B737-400 with the necessary tables, indexes, aimed at
normalizing the data. In addition, specified in how to determine the total mass of passengers,
depending on the type of operation, the standard or holiday charters.
The aim of the article is an introduction to the issue of control of the weight of the aircraft,
taking into account the mass of passengers and their impact on the respective position of the centre
of gravity of the aircraft, which results from the appropriate loading and balance.
Proper loading and balance of the airplane is one of the main factors determining the correct
operation of the aircraft, safe and economical performance of flights.
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